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Astrazeneca-Oxford Vaccine- Could Be The Game Changer For Global
Immunization
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INTRODUCTION
2020 has been a troublesome year for all, however has seen a
total of 58 vaccines few developed and a few under clinical trials
against acute syndrome of corona virus 2. Some vaccines
reportedly have shown 90% efficiency against Covid-19 in
clinical trials. This outstanding accomplishment is much needed
excellent news as Covid-19 cases are currently at their daily
highest level globally.
WHO has approved 2 vaccines of AstraZeneca-Oxford
COVID-19 vaccine allowing all the shots rolled out globally?
These vaccines are prepared by AstraZeneca-SKBio (Republic of
Korea) and Serum Institute of India (SII). AstraZeneca informed
Reuters that its Covid-19 vaccine is potentially effective against
the new Corona virus variant with studies fully analyze the
impact of mutation. The company has already submitted fully
data package to British medicine regulators.
The vaccine aims to be a non-profit vaccine which makes it
globally attractive and pushes it closer to its goal of worldwide
supply for low-middle income countries. New vaccine results are
reported within the Lancet: investigators of four randomized
controlled trials conducted with the Britain’s, African countries
and Brazil report pooled results of an interim analysis of safety
and efficient against Covid-19 of the Oxford AstraZeneca,
Ponzid animal virus vectored vaccine in adult aged 18 years and
older. It has all the approval by British and Indian Government
allowing distribution to some of the world’s poor countries to
begin,giving the priority to health workers who are under high
risk of expose and older people ( 65years and above). It is the
second corona virus injection which has been cleared by United
Kingdom for emergency use after the one from Pfizer Inc. and
Biotech which was authorized in early December.

The dose is given intramuscularly under the regime of 2 doses
(0.5ml each) having an interval of 8-12 weeks. Though the
production is limited but cheaper and easier to distribute. Thus,
the vaccine could be the solution for the global pandemic.
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